Triplet Repeat Primed PCR (TP-PCR) in Molecular Diagnostic Testing for Spinocerebellar Ataxia Type 3 (SCA3).
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 (SCA3) is a polyglutamine (polyQ) disorder for which the routine molecular testing is based on PCR and automated capillary electrophoresis. When only a normal allele is detected by standard PCR, the hypothesis of a failed amplification of the expanded allele must be raised. In such cases, complementary techniques such as Southern Blot or triplet repeat primed PCR (TP-PCR) have to be applied. For SCA3, TP-PCR is implemented in some diagnostic laboratories, but a tested protocol has yet to be published. The purpose of this study was to develop and test a TP-PCR protocol for SCA3. Sixty-five blood samples previously genotyped by standard PCR were used in the TP-PCR assay. Fourteen buccal swab samples were also analyzed to confirm the robustness of the technique. The reproducibility of the TP-PCR was evaluated by analyzing all samples in a second laboratory. The results obtained by TP-PCR confirmed the previous PCR results for 64 blood samples; in one sample an expanded allele, previously undetected by PCR, was identified. The results obtained for the buccal swab samples were totally concordant with those obtained for blood. Furthermore, the results obtained in the alternative laboratory were in full agreement with the results obtained in our study. The present TP-PCR protocol developed for SCA3 should constitute a reliable complementary technique to overcome the limitations of standard PCR.